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Abstract

This case study addresses the forms of relief emerging from grassroots initiatives organised during war
by focusing on the case of Samidoun in the July war as experienced and narrated by some activists,
organizers and experts. This study argues that a total reliance on professionalization and NGO-ization
in aid provision during war can prevent the emergence of civil resistance forms of relief. It suggests that
in a site that suffers from internal political tensions like Lebanon, “traditional” state and non-state
structures were not able to provide immediate and sustainable aid for displaced families during the war.
An organizational structure functioning outside traditional relief channels thereby helped prevent a
humanitarian crisis outbreak. Local relief in the aftermath of the July war however turned the group from
a collective to a local implementer of global relief programs, whereby providing relief and collecting in-
praxis data were undermined, as it had to abide by the new and professionalized humanitarian terrain.
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Introduction

This case study explores the role of local relief efforts during wars and conflicts. It draws on the
experiences and narratives of some volunteers, organizers and experts who were involved in providing
aid and relief during the July war under Samidoun, 1 a grassroots platform that encompassed multiple
and divergent forms of relief, initiatives, expertise, volunteerism and engaged in aid provision during the
war. Rather than empirically assessing the success or failure of Samidoun as a collective experience of
aid and relief, this case study seeks to highlight some of the transformative spaces and community-
based forms of relief that emerged out of this grassroots platform during the war, thereby mobilizing
valuable resources as local forms of preparedness to crises and wars in Lebanon. It draws from a
specific pool of activist experiences and narratives of Samidoun as they organized themselves in the
Zico house relief center in Beirut during the war.2 It focuses on their own form of relief organization,
knowing that there have been other forms of relief that also identified with Samidoun.

The relief collective that this study focuses on provided, organized and delivered aid to war-affected
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communities throughout the war and in its aftermath, by participating in the “postwar reconstruction”
phase. Itmanaged to provide relief in a time when state, non-state structures and organizations were
slow or non-responsive to the evolving humanitarian situation caused by the war. Samidoun, as a
complex organizational relief network, brought people together across difference,3 thereby producing a
social welfare solidarity campaign against the July war.4 Bringing people together across difference
made this difference a valuable resource that was capitalized and employed to provide efficient relief.

After addressing the methodology and limitations of the study, this paper is organized around the
following axes: the emergence of the relief group in the first days of the war, the aid and form of relief
organization it acquired during the war, and its postwar relief initiatives. A discussion and analysis of the
case study, as well as recommendations for future practice will follow, focusing on the role of grassroots
relief in launching a local form of preparedness and responsiveness to war and crisis.

As this case study shows, the relief group provided important forms of aid during the war, at a time
when state and non-state institutions were unable to promptly respond to the war. The postwar
reconstruction phase drastically changed the structure and form of the relief group described in the
study, as multiple global humanitarian organizations and funds arrived to Lebanon to start implementing
reconstruction and rehabilitation. The humanitarian domain in the aftermath of the July war imposed a
different kind of professionalized and NGO-ized governance of aid, slowing turning the relief group from
a collective to a local implementer of global humanitarian programs.

Methodology

The research question that this study seeks to explore is the role of local forms of aid and relief during
war and crisis, by drawing on local experiences from the July war.This case study is based on nine in-
depth interviews conducted with people who organized themselves as part of Samidoun’s Zico house
relief initiativesduring the July war and its aftermath. Some of the interviews were conducted for the
basis of recording this experience, while other were conducted previously in 2012, focusing on the
general experience of the July war for people living in Beirut. These interviews represent the basis
through which the workings, organization and formation of the collective were recorded both during and
after the war, as well as the problems and challenges faced in providing relief. The case study is also
based on a general review of the literature on local and global relief during the war, as well as previous
literature on Samidoun. The archive of Lebanon Support, that consists of more than 1,000 documents
(memos and emails, internal documents, work methodologies, mapping exercises, assessments,
databases, reports, among others) also represents an essential secondary source that informed the
description of the collective.

Limitations

A roundtable discussion was held on a draft of the study that both enriched it and framed its
limitations.5 As such, a few disclaimers have been included in this paper. First, this study does not
claim to represent the experience of Samidoun as a whole, nor does it aim to record all the divergent
experiences and initiatives that also identified themselves as Samidoun during the July war. As such,
this study’s account of the organized relief emergent from Zico house’s relief center is representative
of the activists interviewed themselves and cannot be generalized to encompass, record or summarize



                                           

one experience of Samidoun. It follows that the relief initiative and organizational structure of the relief
group that this case study records below is also representative of this group’s account of providing aid
under Samidoun, and not of all forms of aid initiatives that emerged then and were also part of
Samidoun’s story. This type of “coming together” that Samidoun represented was not without its
problems, divisions and challenges. It witnessed ruptures, disconnections and fractions within the
collective that are still unresolved today. As the roundtable discussion showed, volunteering and
organizing in Samidoun was not solely about “providing aid” to displaced families during war, but about
passionate and personal-political engagements that seldom clashed and ruptured around the
ownership of Samidoun. As such, more work is needed to record the different and many left-out
experiences and stories of Samidoun.

The emergence of local relief initiatives out of political organization and need

One of the founding moments that both informed and structured local relief was the political sit-in
organized against the Israeli military operation on Gaza in 2006,6 which coincided with the first day of
the July war, on the 12th of July 2006.7 According to interviews, this political sit-in became a space in
which the structure and organization of local relief were imagined and practiced. The sit-in took two
weeks of preparation and organizations among different leftist legions, political groups, and movements
in Lebanon.8 These preparations focused on a number of discussions, conversations and political
organizations aimed at working outside of the internal political divisions emerging since the
assassination of Prime Minister Rafik Hariri, with the sit-in mobilizing different independent groups and
individuals into political action and protest.9 Coinciding with the first day of the July war, these groups
became some of the main organizers for the local relief initiatives.

In the next two days, with the bombing forcing many families outside of their hometowns towards Beirut,
the sit-in was quickly turned into a relief campaign guiding the displaced to shelters.10 Simultaneously,
a general mapping of the numbers and needs of the displaced families was initiated. At that time, there
was no order issued by any state institution to open schools and host the displaced families, nor to
mobilize any form of emergency aid. Displaced families from the suburbs and the south arrived to
Beirut, not knowing where to go nor what to do. Schools were forcibly opened and protest banners from
the sit-in were used to guide families to shelter and inform them of which roads were safe and which
ones were blocked.11 By the fourth day of the war, there were already around 500 displaced person in
Sanayeh Garden in Beirut while families kept pouring in.12 After a long meeting at Al Lika’a club to
organize and mobilize the different attending groups and organizations into relief action, the group
moved its operation to Zico house. Reflecting on the political atmosphere in the country and on the lack
of national unity and solidarity, there was an agreement in the meeting on the importance of a civil form
of resistance to war that could bring people together in spite of divisions.13 Interviewed activists
highlighted that the organizational processes that led to the sit-in and to the emergence of Samidoun,
had crystallized from an original form of collective action, gathering Lebanese and Palestinian activists
in a context polarized by the March 8th and March 14th divide.14 The group used the style of
organization and political work it was familiar with to divide itself into committees in order to organize
relief and aid. In the first days of the war, there was still no set procedure or visible operation.

Local emergency relief during war: aid and organization



                                           

The structure and organization of the relief group evolved during the war as the number of volunteers
increased.15 Volunteers were divided into units according to their own skills and to the direct and
immediate needs on the ground as the war progressed and intensified. The different gender, class and
political-regional backgrounds that these volunteers came from provided a platform for rich and
complementary resources and skills that the relief campaign was based on.16 Some interviewees
referred to this form of organization as an habitual part of the political work that the organizers were
used to,17 while others talked about how such division took place based on the volunteers’ own lives
and professional expertise and resources.18 Divided based on their own academic backgrounds and
overall skills, volunteers then shaped themselves and their form of aid depending on their own
experience and expertise.19 This organization was also informed by the immediate and practical needs
of the war itself, as it evolved in different ways.20 There were a logistic-distribution unit, a media and
communication unit, a volunteers’ teams, an administration unit,21 a food-cooking unit, a storage unit,
an internally displaced unit,22 a medical, hygiene-public health unit, and a psychosocial unit, among
others.

The media unit for example, later hosted by the Arab Resource Collective, became a space of media
coordination through the launch of a blog on the relief,23  and the sending out of national calls for
donations, writing proposals for donor organizations, undertaking fundraising, collecting funds outside
of Lebanon, conducting interviews with more than 30 international radio shows, organizing and
mobilizing international solidarity events and unifying and broadcasting the collected data for needs and
statements about the war, information and communication.24 It was also responsible for coordinating
with the media, schools and whoever was locally running them at that time.

The volunteers were divided into different units to conduct needs assessments and relief delivery
across the schools.25 For example, a volunteer directly started doing a survey of a school by going
there, recording how many people were there, assessing the state of the facilities and its needs
accordingly, and recording the number of children and sick people. Based on the data collected, the
volunteer would return to the center, check the contents of the storage unit, try to provide for the
present needs and deliver them directly to the schools. Along the hour, many groups were doing the
same thing.26

There were also other groups specialized in specific services, like the medical, psychosocial, children
and hygiene units. Many of these services started on the first day of the war. This was the case for two
reasons: First, the volunteers’ skills were directly utilized and employed no matter what they were, from
graphic design to data analysis. Volunteers who were psychologists for example were sent with the
team to provide psychological support for the displaced since day one.27 This rapidity in organizing
specialized and skilled relief units was based on the volunteers’ own resources and did not require a
complex bureaucratic organization or professionalized forms of emergency expertise.28 Moreover,
when a team of doctors approached the center to volunteer, they were asked straight away to take
control of their own organization, elect a representative and send him/her to the daily coordination
meetings to join the relief the next day and be updated on the situation.29 The ease and simplicity of
this procedure enabled a flow of resources, skills and local expertise that were accessible for the
communities in the first days of the war.

In the next weeks, the relief group had compiled a database of needs that was shared with other



                                           

organizations to coordinate relief.30 Afternoons were spent in data assessment of needs. This was
important in order to adapt to the emerging needs on the ground, and to keep a flow of needs and relief.
Some schools would receive more people sporadically depending on the crises or massacres that were
taking place, so needs were constantly shifting. With time, a routine for aid provision was established
through these units.31 However this routine kept evolving and was informed by daily needs and
emergencies.32 

The group’s structure was described as “work-oriented and flat”, which allowed the relief group to act
fast and efficiently.33 There was awareness among members of the group that a fast relief response is
related to the ability to communicate faster with the local and international public. The group’s
organization was also contingent on the demands on the ground, was able to adapt, and transformed
accordingly. As volunteers increased, two organizational bodies were created: the units’ coordination
meeting and the general assembly, to help organize decision-making processes in effective
ways.34 The units’ coordination meetings were held every other day to coordinate daily flow of tasks,
as well as the problems and challenges faced.35 The meetings helped build “a communication map
between the units to avoid collisions of tasks and overlapping work”.36 In these long night meetings,
political topics would also be raised, revolving around the group’s positions regarding the war and
Hezbollah, which funds to accept, or whether a political statement should be released. These meetings
were in charge of taking strategic decisions and were open to units’ coordinators who were selected by
the unit members to represent them. The general assembly was also held every week and was open to
all Samidoun members, during which decisions on the short-term tactics and overall plans were
taken.37 In coordinating relief initiatives, local organizations ran by various political parties and non-
governmental actors who wanted to enforce a more classical top-down organizational structure, where
organizers and experts would agree on a strategy for relief, and the volunteers would execute it.38 The
group resisted this classic structure by setting a general assembly for all the volunteers to vote on
issues regarding relief strategy and action. A bottom-up approach was encouraged, with the baseline of
volunteers expanding more and more. In that sense, the collective’s structure aimed at including a non-
hierarchic form of decision making.39

Relief in postwar reconstruction

While interviewees seem to agree on the process, organization, and structure of the relief group during
the war, as well as its relief services, postwar relief programs and services seemed to take on a
different shape and form as the scale, complexity and diversity of needs changed after the war ended.
The humanitarian relief domain was also transforming dramatically, with most international
humanitarian organizations starting to help with the postwar reconstruction relief.

Two days after the ceasefire on August 15th 2006, a massive number of displaced families returned to
their destroyed villages and houses in the Southern suburbs of Beirut and South Lebanon. While many
of the volunteers returned to their lives and work, some decided to continue with relief efforts in the face
of the new challenges of the postwar situation. A general assembly was held on August 17th and a
decision was taken to follow the displaced families to their homes and provide them with relief there.
Two units, the Southern Suburbs Operational and the Southern Lebanon Operational Units were
established.40 The units in South Lebanon were divided into four main distribution hubs that were
meant to be installed in villages to distribute relief there,41 as well as to surrounding areas, while doing



                                           

initial needs assessments. With the arrival of international humanitarian organizations to begin the
postwar relief and reconstruction phase, the relief group that this study focuses on sought to coordinate
and mediate between international relief agencies with their packaged emergency relief programs in
South Lebanon, and local communities and actors, as they became based in Tyr.42 Indeed,
international organizations (INGOs) saw in Samidoun a grassroots collective that followed a needs-
based and needs-driven strategy directly informed by the field, with which they themselves were not
familiar and, therefore, lacked the skills and knowledge to intervene in it properly. Samidoun was also
an attractive partner to work with because it allowed INGOs a distance from war-affected communities
that were thought to support and identify with local political actors like Hezbollah, with whom many
INGOs refused to work based on principles of neutrality and other global policies of interventions they
were bound to follow.43

Contrary to the war period, where challenges related to relief faced were directly addressed and mostly
resolved, the relief group faced numerous problems in the postwar reconstruction period that hindered
its relief campaign and challenged its structure.44 The group slowly turned from a grassroots collective
to a local implementer of international humanitarian organizations’ relief programs. It finally collapsed
as a political and independent collective in the face of the increasingly professionalized humanitarian
domain. The group became “a medium” between local communities and the international organizations
in the postwar area.

According to interviews, several processes were at play in transforming the group from a collective to a
local implementer of global humanitarian interventions. First, INGOs sought to turn the volunteers into
NGO workers by providing them with different salaries that varied according to the specialized skills and
background of each volunteer. Second, they forced a top-down and hierarchical organizational structure
on the group by making them elect a director, a coordinator, and other NGO-like positions. No longer
were the volunteers’ own skills and resources employed directly to the field for aid and relief, rather
they were asked to provide relief in a much more professionalized and segmented manner. The group
tried to challenge and defy some of these processes at first by imposing the same salaries for all
volunteer regardless of position and skill.

The relief group sought partnerships with INGOs for three reasons: First, most of the donations and
funds from the war had stopped, what was left was distributed in the postwar period which could not
consist of “primary needs” anymore.45 Indeed, during the war, the atrocities committed by Israel
contributed to an “affectual” and emotional global solidarity movement that was translated by important
donations to Samidoun.46 With the ceasefire going into effect, these donations were suspended and
stopped pouring in. Second, the local aid volunteers imagined their work and expertise, especially their
needs-assessment data, as crucial to direct and influence INGOs’ policies and relief programs, many
of which lacked any local understanding of the postwar Lebanese context and were not sensible to its
specificities. And on some level, they did achieve just that.47 The group’s relief work during the war
and its understanding of local politics in the South and of historical social inequalities and vulnerabilities
in the region equipped them with a complex local knowledge that most INGOs lacked.Third, some of
the established hubs located in destroyed villages were overwhelmed by the amount of work needed on
all levels, and were not able to conduct work outside of the village, let alone satisfy the needs of the
village on their own. While many of the families recognized the group when it established itself in the
south,48 the postwar political and humanitarian domain was different. Mistrust grew in the South over



                                           

the work of many INGOS as coordination problems emerged over relief distribution, causing a delay in
aid provision.49

Within the new humanitarian domain that had been established, providing postwar relief became a
much more difficult task as it seemed to require a special kind of expertise,50 while during the war,
volunteers were providing aid based on their own resources, skills and knowledge. Most importantly,
the relief group’s structure was continuously challenged by INGOs who demanded a more
professionalized and hierarchical top down structure, resembling that of an NGO.51 This occurred in
different instances like providing salaries for the volunteers, asking for more hierarchical leadership
within the group and segmenting the relief process into different specialties and tasks.52 The group’s
grassroots relief experience and structure collapsed after a few projects with INGOs, and in this
process, many of previously engaged volunteers were hired by them as NGO workers.

Analysis and discussion

This case study attempts to step away from assessing the empirical success or failure of local initiatives
and grassroots relief organizations, to focus more on the transformative spaces and expertise they
produce and open during wars and conflicts. By studying these transformative spaces, we can learn
about the ways in which local and independent forms of relief campaigns fulfilled and satisfied a crucial
gap in humanitarian action during the July war, at a time when Lebanese state institutions and non-
governmental organizations failed to efficiently and properly respond to the emergent needs of the war
and of the displaced communities. This section aims to analyze from the interviews, the role and
importance of locally organized relief campaigns during the war and its aftermath. It therefore raises the
following analytical topics:

The importance of grassroots aid during war

First, it seems that a grassroots and organic form of organization during the war was crucial and
necessary to secure relief for war-affected communities and prevent the outbreak of a long-term
humanitarian crisis. The July war, breaking at a time of sensitive political tension and divisions in
Lebanon, caught the government and local non-governmental organizations by surprise. The
government’s structure, influenced by political divisions and fractures, was late in responding to the
needs of the displaced families and communities, and in mobilizing the Ministries to open schools and
provide relief.53 Moreover, as the war broke out during the summer, most of the government’s
institutions and offices were closed. Most local non-governmental organizations were also not
sufficiently prepared and did not respond rapidly to the crisis by themselves.54 While few local
organizations worked to provide relief, they were not able to provide aid for more than two refugee
schools by themselves, nor did they have the funds and ability to do so.55 Moreover, they were not
able to coordinate together locally in an efficient manner to mobilize local resources as one.

Samidoun, more than anything else, provided a platform for coordination and cooperation between
several different groups, ranging from social and human rights groups, university clubs, non-
governmental experts and organizers, political party organizations, independent solidarity groups,
Palestinian political groups, radical and leftist groups, to individual volunteers.



                                           

According to the accounts that this study focused on, what was special about this form of relief was not
necessarily the aid delivery and needs assessment but “the process of organizing people and groups,
its organizational skill”.56 These skills seem to have reflected the principles, vision and spirit of the
political sit-in, an event that aspired to break and work outside of the dominant political divisions in
Lebanon after 2005. In that sense, the relief group’s political vision and program were not separated
from its relief work. On the contrary, the group’s politics, understood broadly in terms of its structure,
organization and political mobilization, and aid, were mutually constitutive of one another.

Thus, this case reveals that during war and in a site that suffers from internal political tensions and
conflicts, “traditional” structures like state or non-state organization were not able to provide
immediate, expedited and sustainable relief for displaced families. An organizational structure that
functions outside of the traditional relief work channels was more successful in providing immediate
relief, thereby preventing the outbreak of a humanitarian crisis. In the absence of international
humanitarian intervention during the war, this structure became even more crucial, as it took the role of
mediating the needs of the displaced families with the state, activating state institutions’ roles and
opening schools to host the displaced families.57 Moreover, the bottom-up structure of the group, if
anything, enabled a “relief plan” that was directly contingent on the immediate needs emerging from
the ground as the war evolved. It was renegotiated, reshaped and tweaked on a daily basis as multiple
players, including war-affected communities, had a say in how the relief was to be executed.

The following factors are suggested as ones that enabled a fast and efficient response to the July war
by the relief group studied: first, it was a politically informed collective, in a sense that its members had
an entrenched awareness of Lebanese politics, and realized the importance of a solidarity group
constituted through difference as a way to resist the war. This political awareness was translated to
relief work as the group knew how to function both outside and inside official channels, negotiating with
open schools and state institutions and coordinating with different political parties on the ground.58

Second, the group, under Samidoun, was part of a relief campaign that encompassed different other
groups, like political party organizations, radicals, leftists, independent members, social human rights
groups, and civil society organizations. As Ann Tsing argues,59 this coming together is across
difference, not in spite of it. It built on different skills, resources, networks, connections and expertise to
provide efficient and sustainable relief. Through unexpected alliances, it produced a solidarity group
that was able to provide efficient and sustainable relief. While these alliances remained temporary and
did not translate into something sustainable after the war, they facilitated a flow of services and relief
during it.

Third, the flat structure of the group allowed for a flow of needs assessment and relief, depending on
funds and donations acquired through personal contacts and networks, that would have been less
immediate had it followed a standardized, rigid and top-down structure. There was very little waiting
time for relief and an almost immediate satisfaction of needs, which created an engaged relationship of
trust with the displaced communities. The group’s structure was also flexible and more committed to
praxis. It was able to follow and adapt quickly to the changing needs on the ground as the war
progressed. This structure was different from that of a non-governmental organization or from
standardized international relief provided during war, where international workers arrive to provide a
packaged and universalized form of emergency aid.



                                           

Locally engaged forms of aid within postwar humanitarian domain

Around the end of the July war, international humanitarian organizations began arriving to Lebanon to
provide assistance and aid. Most of the humanitarian intervention then focused on providing relief in
postwar Lebanon and assisting in the reconstruction of the country’s economic, social and political
infrastructures. As the interviews and testimonies show, the role and structure of the relief group
dramatically shifted after the war, as the needs became more complex. But most importantly, with the
arrival of INGOs, the humanitarian domain was also transformed dramatically in terms of mobilizing
funds, enforcing standardized and universalized procedures for action, as well as a call for coordination
with local NGOS and state institutions. Interviews by Samidoun members describe relief initiatives and
procedures in this period as chaotic in terms of coordination, and as corrupted in terms of aid provision
and funds.

Within this new humanitarian domain, the relief group, along with many other relief initiatives, became
attractive for INGOS for three main reasons: its fiscal transparency and accountability,60 the data it has
collected on the need of the displaced and the nature of the war,61 and its local expertise and
relationship with war-affected communities. The last two reasons emerged directly out of the group’s
bottom-up structure, as discussed previously. While it was the collective’s structure that produced a
valuable praxis-like data and a local engagement and expertise in war situations, it itself became a
problem for INGOS in their work with Samidoun, as the latter was expected to function more and more
as a non-governmental structure. This took place materially through different processes like providing
salaries for volunteers, imposing a top-down organizational structure on the group and seeking to turn
its members into specialized and professionalized NGO workers.

On the other hand, the collective, suffering from a dearth of resources and facing a complex
humanitarian situation after the war, sought to work with INGOs in order to influence and transform their
global programs and direct them towards local needs.62 While INGOs expected the group to function
more like a “local partner”, with an organizational structure similar to that of local NGOS, the group was
therefore turned into a local implementer of global programs. Many of its members, turned towards
professional NGO work or started their own organization. The collective’s structure did not survive the
new humanitarian domain, which was becoming more and more professionalized, NGO-ized, and more
bound to global agendas of bureaucracy, emergency programs, concepts and procedures.

By becoming a local implementer of global relief programs, the group’s ability to provide immediate
“independent” relief, and collect in praxis data were both undermined, as the collective had to abide by
the new humanitarian terrain. As some of the interviewed members mentioned, the waiting gap
between collecting data on needs and providing relief, which now also became a segmented and
packaged form of relief, created mistrust and impatience, especially in South Lebanon where the flood
of INGOs had already made communities doubt the process of aid. The independent and flat structure
that the group possessed, first perceived to be an important resource for mobilizing relief and
understanding the locality of the crisis, quickly became intolerable by INGOS.

Conclusion: Implications for and reflections on current humanitarian work

The arrival of international humanitarian organizations at the end of the war, enabled a process of NGO-



                                           

ization, forcing independent groups and volunteering forms of expertise to become “professionalized”
for legitimacy reasons, thereby opening a market of professionalism of social and political action.63 The
fate of grassroots organizing, and the local data, expertise and forms of aid that emerge from it,
became unsustainable within the new humanitarian domain, dictated by top-down forms of globalized
policies, interventions and funds. This affected the pace and efficiency of relief especially after the war.
Moreover, the local resources that grassroots organizing have enabled during war influenced the levels
of local preparedness and responsiveness to war in conflict sites like Lebanon, where internal divisions
and a lack of state and non-state preparedness and coordination were registered.

This case study argues that a reliance on the professionalization and NGO-ization of solidarity and
engaged volunteer relief prevents the emergence of similar initiatives and campaigns in the future,
thereby putting all the responsibility for local humanitarian action on the shoulders of state and non-
state institutions. When local and organic forms of responsiveness to war become standardized,
professionalized, and directly linked to global humanitarian policies and interventions, this has the
potential to disengage humanitarian action from local resources that volunteers and political actors can
provide during wars and crises. These packaged and standardized global interventions also seem to
produce a gap in identifying, satisfying and addressing the field-informed needs that emerge during war
and its aftermath.

This case study suggests that empowering and encouraging independent forms of organizing can
provide a rich resource for improving the local level of preparedness and responsiveness to future
conflict and war.
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